The Old Wandsworthians
Memorial Trust
Newsletter
M ERRY CHRI STM AS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

It makes a change to write the front page
editorial without starting notification of the
passing of one or more friends and clubmates.
This edition of the newsletter is not free of
heartache but the Rugby Club’s venture in to
fundraising and support stimulating enterprise
is worthy of any front page. I for one am very
proud of the ‘Dubs’ website - a combination of
Andy Archer graphics and text and images from
Bryn Stocker. The club may be struggling
slightly on the field but the spirit friendship will
surely last another eighty years.
The Jeff Probyn Fundraising Dinner is a must
for the New Year. Tickets are now available and
the demand will be great. So book now via
paul.cooper@blaketurner.com
See you there

WANDSWORTHIANS RFC

JEFF

PROBYN
Thursday 2nd February 2012
at the Richmond Hill Hotel
Ticktets are £50
a head which will
include a three
course meal,
coffee and wine.
For more information and ordering of tickets please contact:

PAUL COOPER - paul.cooper@blaketurner.com
Dress code: Lounge suits or jackets.

Question. Does a well designed shirt make for
faster, fitter and stronger? Certainly works for
Steve Colvin (back left), Jim Robinson (back
right) and Tom Clarke, with ball in hand.

Image Bryn Stocker

Old Wandsworthians Memorial Trust

http://www.old-wandsworthians-trust.com/
If you have any messages or information for our
web pages, please contact:
sean@cyberpage.co.uk

We need your help!

In order to keep our postage costs to a minimum! If you
receive information from the Old Wandsworthians Memorial
Trust by post but you also have an email address, then we
would like you to email us, so that we can copy your on-line
address to our database and update our records.

Please help us help you!

Send your contact details to:
Les Herbert (Trust Secretary) at:- lestina@sky.com

If we do not hear from you, then we will continue to send
information by post, many thanks for your help
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Letters and Reports from grant holders 2010-2011

Megan Shields

I am extremely pleased with the progress I have
made over the past year and I would like to thank the
Old Wandsworthians Trust for their help towards the
cost of essential art materials and living expenses for
the year. Successfully completing an art and design
foundation has given me an essential grounding for the
next 3 years in a degree course in Graphic design and
brings me a step closer to my ultimate ambition of
becoming a graphic designer. The year was challenging
as I had to attend 24 hours of classes and lectures a
week and had to develop my skills by trying
completely new processes, techniques and styles I had
never come across before. I am very much looking
forward to using my newly developed skills in the
upcoming years.
The success of this year has been due to a lot of hard
work and commitment. This has been difficult due to
the amazing albeit distracting social side of university
life. I have gained not only a qualification and stepping
stone to my next studies, but also great friends and I
have had a fantastic time experiencing new hobbies,
interests and a lot of partying! I became part of
Goldrush, the Loughborough University cheerleading
AU squad, where I was immediately chosen to be a
flyer, getting thrown around all over the place. Before
I knew it I was taking part in nationals and competing
abroad in Spain! I also delved into a lot of other clubs
and societies I would never have tried if it weren’t for
university, such as choir singing and scuba-diving.
This year has proven to be extremely enjoyable and
worthwhile for both my important academic side of
life, as well as expanding my extra-curricular skills and
hobbies. I cannot wait to go back to University after a
well earned summer break, confident that I am
prepared for a challenging degree course.
Thank you very much for contributing to making this
past year possible.

Sarah Brown

Starting at Glasgow medical school was one of the
scariest things I have ever done. Within the first week
of my studies I already had access to all the information
I would need to be a doctor, but I had no idea how I
was supposed to use this to become a good one. Being
a mature student and having already been through the
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university system I was at an advantage in that I had
experience in; time management, self-motivation and
had the tools for independent learning. Unfortunately,
what I was lacking, was the finances. The student loans
system in this country means that I get no financial
support to pay for my course fees, and so I have to find
that money each year to pay to continue with my
education. This is one of the reasons that I am
incredibly grateful for the help that I received from the
Old Wandsworthians Memorial Trust.
The course at Glasgow University is an interesting
one. It is not based on lectures and seminars but rather
on finding the information out for yourself. The
university believes that spoon feeding us the
information does not allow us to develop the ability to
“problem solve” which is something that all medical
professionals need to be able to do, especially when
confronted with a list of symptoms and no clear cause.
We have already had many practical lessons and
contact with patients. It was with the grant money that
I bought my very first stethoscope, a true initiation into
the world of medicine, which I have already had the
excitement of using on patients on several occasions.
The patient contact in and out of hospital environments
has been the highlight of my year as I have met some
very interesting characters with incredibly vivid
histories, both medical and social. More importantly
however, this patient contact has highlighted the
difference that it can make to someone’s day by taking
a few extra minutes to listen to them and to really care
what they have to say. It is that feeling of fulfilment
that comes from real conversation rather than factual
knowledge that makes me determined to do well and
be the best doctor I can be.
I recently got my results for the year and am pleased
to say that I passed very well which is a good start! I am
looking forward to my next year of study where I will
be learning many more practical skills and spending
even more of my time in hospitals observing and
learning from other members the team. With the help of
the Old Wandsworthians Memorial Trust I have been
able to not only do well in my first year but enjoy every
minute of it without the worry of how I will fund it and
for that I am extremely appreciative and thankful.

Calum Shields

I would like to thank the Old Wandsworthians Trust
for their grant which helped greatly towards course
costs during my second year of university. I am

currently studying Architecture at the University of
Bath. The course is proving challenging however I am
finding it very interesting and enjoyable. The first half
of the year involved working on coursework projects,
which meant hours of hard work in the studio, as well
as lectures on other aspects of the course such as
History of Architecture, Building Environment and
Structures. Since February I have been on a half year
placement, working in an architectural practice in
Bristol. This has been incredibly valuable in gaining
experience and knowledge in both design and a
working practice. One of the projects I have been
involved with is a new stadium scheme for the
relocation of Bristol Rovers Football Club. It has been
a lot of fun working on the design of 20,000 seat
stadium!
The money that Old Wandsworthians have given me
has helped in purchasing a number of essential course
books, which I would not have been able to afford
without your help. It has also been put towards a
printer/scanner which has proved very helpful
throughout the year. As well as this the money has
significantly helped towards the costs of commuting
from Bath to Bristol every day for a number of months
during my work placement, for which I am very
grateful. Year 3 will be the same format as this
academic year with half the year in university and half
the year on placement. I am hoping to rejoin the
architectural practice in Bristol as I very much enjoyed
working on the sport and leisure projects.
Thank you very much for your help.
(From the University of Bath)

Harry Sandman (right)

For the past year I have been a physics student at the
University of Surrey. It has been an interesting year and
one which I have really enjoyed. I managed to come
out the year with a 2:2 and considering roughly 50%
of students on the course failed to pass the year without
having to do retakes, I feel that I have done well. I am
determined to improve my grade to a minimum of a 2:1
next year and to hopefully get a 1st.
The most interesting part of my course is the space
time relativity module which is taught by Professor Jim
Al-Khalili who presented the program Atom on BBC 4.
I find his enthusiasm for his subject really inspiring.
Einstein’s theory of relativity is an amazing
achievement (piece of research) and the more I learn
about it the more complicated and fascinating it
becomes. It is a very exciting time for physics due to
the neutrino possibly breaking the speed of light. If this

is true it will mean that everything I have learnt in this
module is wrong and that this whole part of physics
will need to be rethought. Hopefully I could be one of
the people to do it.
Outside my studies I have spent time being part of the
kayaking club. I have done several trips with them and
have really become involved with the group, so much
so that next year I am the social officer. This role will
involve organising a social event every Wednesday for
everyone in the club. I will also have to sort out dinner
for people who go on the river session which happens
every Wednesday. These tasks will be a good learning
experience for me. Hopefully it will improve my
organisational skills and will teach me how to set up
events.
I have made a great many friends at Surrey who I am
sure I will know for life. I have really enjoyed the
University experience so far. I am looking forward to
the rest of the time that I will spend there and what it
has to offer me. They say university is a changing point
in your life and I would have to agree. I feel that I have
matured considerably since being there like I’m being
prepared for the rest of my life, well I suppose I am.

Penny Sparkes

Hi, I am reading Biology at Sussex University. I used
the grant from the OW Trustees to upgrade my laptop.
As I haven’t been on a field trip yet I thought I would
describe how important a computer is to modern day
University study. I remember my dad telling me that
when he was at university the computer needed half a
building to house it. These days of course we’ve all
got our own; a necessity not a luxury.
The University has its own website which contains all
the information one needs to access, such as the
timetable, marked work, progress in the course and
assessment deadlines. This makes it very easy for a
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student to know what is going on in terms of lectures,
exams and other events and is a very efficient way to be
able to access reams of information when you need it
instead of having to store it all in your head or have
tons of paperwork cluttering your bedroom – the floor
is for clothes after all.
It also allows for efficient communication between
students and staff so tutorials and other meetings can be
arranged by email. Queries can be answered directly in
writing which saves times on both parts and avoids
accidentally interrupting the lecturer during their lunchbreak (potentially dangerous) or timing your visit
perfectly with their absence. There is also a section of
the website dedicated to your personal studies with a
page for each course you are currently studying where
the tutors post material such as assignments and
reading. For example in my case as a Biology student,
there is many a scientific paper for me to read. We also
have a system installed in the lecture theatres which
videos the lectures and posts them online- this is very
useful for revision but also if you miss the lecture
because you are ill, you can easily catch up. While
there might appear to be a downside in that some
people might use this as an excuse to have the odd
cheeky lie-in, most students who take their studies
seriously appear to still see the benefit in attending
lectures in person.
Due to the importance of the internet for organization
and communication at the university (and also and
equally importantly for social-networking, which is
particularly useful in my case as I help run the Rock
Society) it means that when you move off campus in
Year 2 to live in town, your first question when
choosing a house is likely to be- does it have the
internet?

commuting to University can become very expensive.
I used some of the money that the Old Wandsworthians
Memorial Trust to buy the books that I needed in my
studies, I also used some of the money to pay for my
travel cost to and from university. As I mentioned
previously, I have successfully passed all the exams
and coursework necessary for me to pass on to my
second year of study. Lectures have started for this year
and I am enjoying all the modules that I have chosen.
I am hoping that my second year of study will be just
as successful as my first.

Wandsworth School
Choir Reunion
8th October 2011

What a difference a year makes!

The 2011 choir reunion, our 10th annual celebration
of the choir's unique success, saw a very welcome
increase in attendance. From a disappointing 32 in
2010, twelve months later, the St. Paul’s Community
Centre welcomed 44 to this year's gathering, including
36 'old boys'!

Lauren Rushmer

My name is Lauren Rushmer, I am nineteen years old
and I am currently at university. I am at the University
of Roehampton, where I am studying for a combined
degree in Education and Early Childhood Studies.
Once I have completed my degree at Roehampton, I
hope to become a Primary school teacher and specialise
in the foundation stages of schooling. I have just
completed my first year of study and have successfully
passed on into my second year. The money that was
given to me by the Old Wandsworthians Memorial
Trust has helped me along the way. In my first year I
studied five different modules. Each module had at
least one text book that was necessary for students to
own in order to pass the module. Also as I am living at
home whilst I am studying at Roehampton, the cost of
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From left to right: Wilf Finbow, David Gibson,
Ron Hollis and Tony Mitchum.
We are very fortunate that the event is supported so
generously with a grant from the Old Wandsworthians”
Memorial Trust, without which the cost per person
would undoubtedly be increased. The financial aid that
we receive each year is greatly appreciated.
What also helps a great deal to make the evening a
success, is working with such co-operative people such
as Samantha Marsh, the Centre Manager and Jo & Jan,
the caterers. Nothing is ever too much trouble for them
and their contribution to the evening should never be
overlooked.
The evening was tinged with sadness as earlier in the

year, one of our regular reunion attendees, Nelson
Roberts, had died. Nelson was a popular member of
staff, as well as a talented member of the tenor section
of the choir, and one of my lasting memories of him
goes back to our first reunion in 1997. At the end of the
evening, as we were saying our goodbyes, 'Nellie', as
he was affectionately known, was close to tears,
overcome with the emotion of it all, seeing so many
friends again, after so many years.
Elsewhere in this Newsletter, there is a full tribute to
Nelson from John Bourton. As we all get older, it is
inevitable that our numbers will diminish and we lost
another loyal choir member and keen reunion supporter
back in July, when Phil Cadman died at the early
age of 61. Our condolences and thoughts are with both
Nelson's and Phil's families at this time.
Throughout the evening, there was the usual buzz of
laughter around the room and it provides an
opportunity to reflect and appreciate how lucky we are
to have made such good friends within the choir,
covering a wide range of ages. 1 suppose it can be
summed up by the fact that we were all 'in the right
place at the right time' and to be able to continue
meeting each other on a regular basis is a bonus that
we probably did not anticipate.
So we can now look forward to the 2012 reunion, and
despite being a year older, hopefully we will all be fit
enough to attend.
And finally .....
Everyone has different reactions to seeing old
colleagues, but this quote is certainly one to think about
- "I attended a reunion recently and everyone had
changed so much that nobody recognised me!"

Ray Pritchard.

From left to right: Geof West, Mike Coysh, Les West,
Peter Love and Michael Nicholls.
Images R. Pritchard

Onward to Elysian Fields

Nelson Frank Roberts (Nelly) 1933-2011

Nelson was born in Longfield St, Southfields; went
to Riversdale School, the local primary school and
when the war came was evacuated to S.Wales which,
for him was a happy time. In 1944 he won a scholarship
to the then Wandsworth Grammar School. He soon
made a name for himself. He had an excellent singing
voice and won the annual Eisteddfod for solo singing
every year until he left. His reputation was further
enhanced when he took the leading role in Arms and
the Man and later in the schools production of
Shakespeare’s Henry VI part 1. At the same time he
was taking part in the local youth clubs productions.
We were very lucky that many of the boys at school
also attended the local church as amateur dramatics
singing/debating were very commonplace.
During the General Election of that period Nelson
bravely stood as a socialist in the school Mock
Election. He didn't win but it by far the best address. He
eventually became Head Boy. He was the first Head
Boy to convene a Prefects Court and expelled a senior
boy on the grounds he was bringing the school into
disrepute. Nelson studied modern languages and was
offered a place at Corpus Christi , Oxford on condition
he passed in Latin. During this period he won a Rhodes
Scholarship that took him to Canada. He also won two
scholarships to travel in France but chose not to take
these up. Nelson left school in 1953 having surprisingly
not acquired Latin and went straight into the R.A.F as
a national serviceman. He was sent to R.A.F, Felixstow
to work on radar but appeared to spend most of his time
sailing. During this period he married the gentle Ann,
whom he had met in his youthclub days. Nelson left
the forces and went straight to Borough Road T.C to
teach modern languages.
We met up again in 1958 at the newly reorganised
Wandsworth Comprehensive School. Nelson worked
in the French department. As a schoolboy Nelson had
learnt to fence and the new school had acquired Prof.
Alf Simmonds, Englands No.2 professional fencer.
Nelson spent much of his time teaching fencing to a
high standard. Many boys went on to National and
International standard. He often adjudicated at Bisham
Abbey with County and National teams. He became a
prominent member of the newly formed choir under
Russell Burgess and took an active part in the school
plays that were regularly performed each year.
Nelson left Wandsworth in the early 70's to become
Head of Dept of Modern Languages at Cranbourne
School near his new home in Fleet. Nelson spent the
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remainder of his teaching career at the same school
moving home eventually to Basingstoke Sadly Ann
died early at 59. Nelson took early retirement shortly
afterwards and used this period to really spend time
with his family. His interests were in old weapons and
Japanese swords. He collected and sold and spent much
of his spare time attending auctions. He acquired quite
a professional knowledge and came up to London
frequently. He often used that time to visit friends from
school days. He became an expert model maker and
sang with the School Choir, travelling up for practices
until the choir was disbanded. He regularly attended
the Choir Annual Reunion
Those of us who knew Nelson are unlikely to forget
him. He had a very strong personality, sometimes
appearing aggressive, yet he was quite a gentle person.
He will be sadly missed by his friends and especially
by his family. Nelson leaves behind his children,
Simon, Joanna and Sarah, his grandchildren Ewan,
Liam, May, Sam and Joel and his younger, remaining
sister Josie.

John Bourton

Vince Weller

Wandsworth School
1946-52

My time with Vince Weller goes back to the days of
Scouts at 1st East Putney this was no run of the mill
Scout group in Disraeli road Putney. When you have
people like Vince, Big Del, Alan Rushmer, Len
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Rushmer, Les Muir, Steve Lloyd and Tony Weller (as
a leader) it's not going to be quiet. It was through the
group that Vince met my sister who he later married.
whilst at the Scout's Vince went to play for
Wandsworthians he was the only player to come to the
club from Wandsworth school in his year, at the time
the club were disappointed but after seeing Vince play
you did not need to many more. Every week he picked
me up and would take me to games home or away. We
would normally be at the same ground Vince always in
the 1st team me usually in the 3rd team sometimes
meeting at Mapleton Rd before the game for the normal
wind ups before traveling. From the start it was clear
that Vince was a class player who could have left the
Old Wandsworthians for a bigger club but such was his
character that he would rather play in a team with his
mates. Vince was always part of any wind ups in the
changing rooms (when he was not picking his feet) but
on the pitch was a no nonsense player who never took
a backward step. We had some great times on tours
Vince was part of the famous SPG on the Isle of Wight.
We also had the odd game of buzz, Vince was one of
Micky Brown’s boys in the old Blues (he always got
the Micky tap) and no surprise was a top rugby netball
player. In later years Vince stopped playing rugby due
to work commitments and a bad back. Although Vince
and my sister separated we still kept in contact.
Vince met and married Joy and they were very happy
together Tony and Vince always came to the Old Boys
Below: Tony and Vince Weller, father and son
and inseparable friends

lunches and attended the Varsity game every year. One
of life's true gents everybody liked Vince this was
reflected by the attendance of so many to help in the
celebration of his life. A life taken too soon. He leaves
behind a wife, four children, three Grandchildren his
Mum and Dad, two sisters and a whole lot of friends.
Good bye and God bless

Frank Carter

Martin Rushmer

Carter Frank Passed away unexpectedly on October
3 whilst playing golf in the sunshine. Frank was
married to his sweetheart Bet, and was the loving father
to Jane, Nickie and Sara; father-in-law to Steve, Doug
and Barry and the very proud grandad of Josh, Emily,
Jake, Ella, Liam, Joe, Samuel and baby Jamie.
His funeral service took place at St Margaret's
Church, Angmering on Tuesday October 18.

I first met Frank when I arrived from Neath in 1954,
with a strong Welsh accent and an innate love of rugby.
Frank was also new to the main school and was,
according to other OW’s, previously a pupil in the
technical branch in Garratt Lane. Even then Frank was
taller and stronger than most of us and was good at
sport. My initial memories of Frank were based around
the activities of our House (Pitt) and the fact that we
were became House Capitains at rugby and we shared
the responsibility for Pitt’s effort in the 1957
Eisteddfod, Frank co-ordinating sets E,F, and G and me
A, B, C and D.
In 1958 Frank and I played rugby with Frank
becoming a regular member of the 1st XV as well as
sub-prefect.
Frank left school in the April of 1958 and our paths
did not cross again until I joined the Old Boys in 1961.
By then Frank was well versed in the behavioural
patterns of the rugby club and friends with host of
players including Bill Forrester
and Peter Pierce. He was a great
clubman and a dynamic winger.
After moving to the south coast he
stayed in touch and he and I met
up relatively frequently in
Surbiton. He also attended several
of the Old Lags lunches. He was
fond of practical jokes and his
death on the golf course seems apt
for such a fun loving man. Sadly
he was to die on my birthday.
He will not be forgotten.

Dick Moody

Above

School 1st XV 1958

Frank Carter is in the middle of the back row.
Opposite

Frank (centre) with Barry
Smith and Chris Munton
at a recent Lags’ Lunch
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A CEREMONY OF THANKSGIVING
FOR THE LIFE OF
H. RAYMOND KING
16th July 1983
Mr Nelson F. Roberts

spoke about his memories of Woking

“ I am a fraud (some of you knew that a long time ago)
as I was asked to talk about Wandsworth during the
war, yet I only came to Wandsworth in 1944. So my
experience was a bit limited to say the least of it.
However, I'll do my best. I want you to take yourself
back into what must seem, to these young gentlemen
(audience), history. The date, sometime in September
1944, it was a Friday and the place is a little village in
South Wales. Suddenly a knock at the door, there stood
a strange lady. "I've come to take Nelson back to his
new school; he should have been there a fortnight ago."
Oh dear! The papers had got lost in the post. And so
Nelson was packed up just like that. There wasn't much
to pack up in those days and passing through
Wimbledon without a sight of his dear Mum, he was
immediately whisked off to Woking.
Now I was a very thin boy in those days and not very
tall either and you can imagine that by that time I was
very tired and very scared and very bewildered and
when I met the people who were looking after me in
our hostel Little Firs I was even more bewildered,
because one was Mr Phillimore, whom some of you
may remember, a man of gargantuan size and appetites.
The other was Mr Prior who was exactly the opposite
of Mr Phillimore and of course the third member of this
triumvirate was Matron; we'll say no more about
Matron; some of you remember. Now the weekend
didn't go very well. The boys tried to be kind. Philly
did his best I suppose in his blustering way, but when
Monday morning came I was completely panicked and
the walk from Firlings to Little Firs I can still
remember. It passed Mr Bramley’s orchard and there
were still apples on the trees and the boys had told me
over the weekend what happened if you got caught
taking Mr Bramley’s apples.
Anyway I got to the school; it was a lovely building,
very charming, behind the blast-proof walls in front of
the doors. I finally went up to see the headmaster, and
I can honestly say that it was then that my panic and
fear and so on left me. The boy who had gone to school
like the very slowest snail that Shakespeare ever wrote
about, suddenly cheered up because there was this very
distinguished, dignified gentlemen with a rather severe
face suddenly being very kind to a little eleven-year8

old boy and after he had welcomed me the next thing
he did was, I think very typical of HRK. He said “Does
your Mother know where you are” "No, sir." So
straightaway on the telephone to the public house
opposite to where we lived he let my mother know
where I was. Now that was typical of HRK.
Underneath the dignity, underneath the great
scholarship, underneath the great strength as an
educator lay a tremendous fund of sympathy, a
tremendous humanity and dare I say it, a great humility.
Now I don t want to go on a lot about Woking because
people who weren’t at Woking wouldn’t believe it. I
can see Maurice Ascher over there. He knows all about
the illicit cooking, parties, he knows all about stealing
ammunition from the local dump, he knows all about
Philly doing more gardening than mathematics; he
knows all about… I could go on and on, but I won t
because it is just boring unless you were there. But it
was great fun. What I really remember was the
tremendous versatility of the whole staff. HRK was a
great leader; he had with him Dr Wardale. Dr Wardale
was a great musician, a bit afraid of boys, I think, but
a very distinguished musician; and he taught us
English. There was also Mr Cowan, Sammy Cowan,
one of the loveliest men you ever met in your life. The
real schoolmaster, a smashing chap; you boys would
have liked Mr Cowan, I know that. And he taught us
art, although he was an English teacher, of course. And
then of course there was Mr Hatfield. He started to
teach us French but then I am afraid he taken very
seriously ill. He was the Hatfield of Ascher and
Hatfield, Cours Illustre (correction from Maurice
Ascher: Cours moderne). When he was taken ill the
head boy took over and it was like that. Alan Rimmel,
he did a jolly good job too. I came top. Of course the
most memorable of all was the headmaster. He took us
for speech and I can still recite "The crowd around the
county ground loudly shouted "Out". And so on, I
won’t bore you with the rest; you probably know it
anyway. Our first form room was, I suppose one of the
back bedrooms and it was right next to the head s study.
Why he never came in and slew us all I will never
know, but he didn’t and he certainly wasn’t deaf.
I strongly suspect that he was exercising his very well
developed sense of humour and I wouldn't be at all
surprised if he had a hole bored through so that he
could listen to what we were saying even more clearly.
However, as boys we weren’t honestly aware of all the
great difficulties of the school with the war. We knew
that the school had been uprooted, sent down to
Woking, to a large private house with some boy’s living
in hostels; I was living in Little Firs with Mr Phillimore
and Mr Prior. Others were living at Perbt Court with

The Firs
Stanley Road,
Woking, 1944.

Mr Makin and his wife; they had very spartan
conditions there too, Mr Makin spent a long time
telling me just how spartan their conditions were.
Others were boarded out with private families. Very
few staff of course but what staff they were! Apart from
those I have mentioned, Mr Fenn, Charles Terry, now
there’s a man! A great scholar a little bird of a man,
always with a stiff winged collar and yet the story was,
but I have reason to disbelieve it, that this man had
been a secret service agent in the First World War. It’s
unbelievable, especially when you saw him on his

bicycle. You remember that, Mrs. King (in audience),
don t you? Then I’m quite sure that the time when I
joined the school difficulties were even greater because
by then the drift back had begun, leading to their
opening of the old building then shared with the
London Fire Brigade. HRK was now running two
schools. Mr Ascher was up here by then (Wandsworth),
helping to run this place and HRK was down in
Woking. It must have been extremely difficult and yet
to the boys, we were completely sheltered from these
worries. Certainly I was, as a first year. To me, it was a

The garage door at the Firs 2011. Marking the skills of a new generation!
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time of great freedom, of great enjoyment, I almost said
great licence, but I held myself back.
We really enjoyed it, but the thing that I learned most,
I learned at Woking, the most important thing was
something to do with our motto. Now the boys
(audience) know our motto is "We Serve". We served
at the hostel, we did the chores. We did mounds of
potatoes. The staff served in all sorts of ways and
nobody served more deeply, nobody served more
unsparingly than HRK. Take one tiny example: this
man with his splendid first war record, served as a
comparatively junior NCO in the Home Guard in the
Second World War.
So when you look at your badge and see your motto,
do remember that there are people who do believe in it,
there are people who have lived that motto and I hope
you will continue to try to live it just as I have. But then
I had the advantage of having the greatest mentor of
the lot, a man whom we are met here to honour, H.
Raymond King.”

Chatting to Reg

Over the past few years I have been reunited with my
biology master at Wandsworth namely Reg Whellock.
Reg is ninety six years old and although he complains
about the fact that he is not able to walk that far any
more he can still drive and his mind is as sharp as a
razor blade!
I love talking to Reg on the phone and he can still tell
a good story or crack the odd joke. A couple of weeks
ago he rang to talk about ‘From Grammar to
Comprehensive’ the book that has occupied much of
my time (and that of Les Herbert) over the last few
years; as always he was right on form and related the
following tale.
It concerns a group of Wandsworth students and the
Third Reich (Drittes Reich) and the second year of
Hitler’s tenure as Chancellor. Hitler elected Chancellor
from 1933 and at first served under Hindenburg, as
leader of a coalition government (sic). Hindenburg
(2/10/1847 – 2 /08/1934) was first buried in the yard
of the impressive Tannenberg, Memorial in East
Prussia on 7/08/1934 five days after his death.
On the day of his state funeral the Wandsworth group
led by H. Raymond King and Robert Fenn were
involved, effectively in a sing off as they were
requested to sing by part of the crowds marking the
internment of their great leader. On seeing the young
schoolboys the crowd called for a suitable song from
the fledgling dubs and the boys duly sang:
On Ilkla Moor Baht 'at
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Yorkshire Version

Wheear 'ast tha bin sin' ah saw thee, ah saw thee?
On Ilkla Mooar baht 'at
Wheear 'ast tha bin sin' ah saw thee, ah saw thee?
Wheear 'ast tha bin sin' ah saw thee?
On Ilkla Mooar baht 'at
On Ilkla Mooar baht 'at
On Ilkla Mooar baht 'at
Tha's been a cooartin' Mary Jane
Tha's bahn' to catch thy deeath o` cowd
Then us'll ha' to bury thee
Then t'worms'll come an` eyt thee up
Then t'ducks'll come an` eyt up t'worms
Then us'll go an` eyt up t'ducks
Then us'll all ha' etten thee
That's wheear we get us ooan back
English Translation

Where have you been since I last saw you, last saw
you?
On Ilkley Moor without a hat
Where have you been since I last saw you, last saw
you?
Where have you been since I last saw you?
On Ilkley Moor without a hat
On Ilkley Moor without a hat
On Ilkley Moor without a hat
You have been courting Mary Jane
You are bound to catch your death of cold
Then we will have to bury you
Then the worms will come and eat you up
Then the ducks will come and eat up the worms
Then we will go and eat up the ducks
Then we will have eaten you
That's where we get our own back

Interestingly, Reg draws comparison between the
lyrics of the song with the cycle of life and death;
making the choice of that tune more relevant to the
occasion! Although the Germans present must have
thought that it sung in another language hardly related
to the King’s English
A day or so later the Wandsworth boys were in
Berchtesgaden area of the Bavarian Alps and were no
doubt surprised when they witnessed the arrival of new
Fuhrer and Reichskanzler who had been driven he
drove down to the local village from his ‘Eagles Nest’.
More recently Yorkshire men and women are
concerned that the song is no longer a vital part of
Yorkshire life and is rarely sung in local schools.
Hopefully this matter will be resolved soon now that

the tale of the Wandsworth School visit to Germany
on the day the evil of the Third Reich was to start to
corrode the social and ethical values of Europe and
beyond.

The crest retains the dragon ship taken from the old
Wandsworth arms. It has four oars and four shields for
the four parishes of the Borough - Battersea, Putney,
Tooting and Wandsworth. The sail is a banner of the
arms.
The dexter supporter is taken from the crest of
Battersea. The sprig of Lavender is for Lavender Hill,
the main road of Battersea. The dove is charged on the
wing with four gold stars, one for each parish. The
sinister supporter is a black dragon, derived from the
dragon-ship in the crest. The white wings and red
crosses are taken from the supporters of the City of
London. This shows that Wandsworth is a Greater
London Borough. The crosses are four fold again for
the four parishes.

Field Marshall Paul von Hindenburg (Wikipedia)
Bundesarchiv Bild 183-C06886

Whats in a badge?

The Arms of the Metropolitan Borough of
Wandsworth were granted on 6th July 1901 by the
College of Arms
The blue wavy division represents the Rivers Wandle
and Thames. French Huguenot refugees arrived in
Wandsworth in 1685, and the blue drops represent the
tears of their struggle. The five stars represent the
constituent former parishes. At the top is a long boat,
with a dragon's head, commemorating 9th century
Danish incursions along the river.
The chequers are from the arms of the Warennes, or
Earls of Surrey. The crosses link the arms with the arms
of the city of London.
Following the merger with Battersea and the loss of
Clapham and Streatham to Lambeth, new arms were
granted in 1965. The shield contains the main features
of the arms of Battersea and Wandsworth. The white
and blue indented field comes from Battersea's arms,
while the checks and teardrops come from those of
Wandsworth. The blue and gold checks are from the
arms of the de Warenne Earls of Surrey, denoting that
the area was part of Surrey until 1889. As before the
teardrops represent the Huguenot exiles.

Above: Arms from 1901- 1965

Above:
Arms of Greater Wandsworth area post 1965
Sources: A.C. Fox-Davies, The Book of Public Arms
(T. C. & E. C. Jack, London, 1915) and Scott-Giles,
C.W. : Civic heraldry of England.
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Will Power

Help Us - Help Them!

The Trustees have awarded tens of thousands of
pounds, over the years, to grant applications for help
with travel, sport, further education, and charitable
causes and we have every intention of continuing to do
so for a long time.
Whilst we have a fund which is very carefully
managed we need to build on our resources in order to
cope with the inevitable increase in demand over the
next decade.
To this end we would like to ask for donations of any
size so that we can help fulfil the dreams of numerous
young people as generously as possible. Grants have
been made to the children, grandchildren of both staff
and students of Wandsworth School.
Apart from individual grants we also subsidise the
activities of the Rugby Club and the 'veterans' of the
School Choir, as well as social events for all OW'S,
more recently held at Imber Court .
You might like to consider leaving something in your
will; send a New Year donation or arrange for a regular
payment. £1 per month from all members would lay
the foundations for the future. Equally if you are in a
position to offer corporate donations in return for
publicity within the Wandsworthian community please
contact us. We are happy to explore any scheme that
helps fund the ever increasing list of requests .
Please remember that every successful applicant has
to have that all important link to Wandsworth School or
one of its associated societies.
Thank you in advance for any gift you choose to send.

FROM
GRAMMAR
TO
COMPREHENSIVE

By the time you receive this Christmas
Newsletter the manuscript of the book on
the history of Wandsworth School between
the mid 1930’s and 1966 will be with the
printers.
The Trustees plan to launch the book at a
suitable Wandsworth hostellery. Keep
checking your emails or snail-mail for your
invite
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September 2011
Sat 3rd:
Sat 10th:
Sat 17th;
Sat 24th:

1st XV Results

Old Actonians Friendly
Lightwater Friendly
Freemans Friendly
Old Oundelians League

October 2011

L 14 – 34
L 33 – 7

L 7 - 12

Sat 1st: Old Glynonians League
Sat 8th: Reigate League
Sat 22nd: Met Police League
Sat 29th: Woking League

L 20 – 3
L 3 – 24
L 20 – 18
L 6 - 29

Sat 5th: Emmanuel Friendly
Sat 12th: Egham League
Sat 19th: Guildfordians League
Sat 26th: Reigatians 4's Friendly

L 10 – 22
W 89 – 12
L 38 – 11
W 22 - 12

Sat 3rd: Lightwater League

D 22 - 22

November 2011

December 2011

In 2012 the

Dubs Tour js to Barcelona from Friday 11th May to
Sunday 13th May
If you are interested and your name is not included
above please let us know asap rochmbr@yahoo.co.uk
castlecooling@sky.com

